Introduction

How many listeners have considered the great advancement which has been made in the power of ‘seeing through the sense of hearing’ since broadcasting began? (Smythe 1924, cited in Beck 2001)

As a professional freelance writer and performer for over 35 years, I have had the privilege of working on a large number of drama and comedy productions with many seminal writers, producers, directors and actors in the television, radio, film and theatre industries. These have included Mike Leigh, (film and stage director), Alan Bleasdale (television writer), Ken Russell (film director), Willy Russell (stage and television writer), Michael Wearing (television producer) and Rik Mayall (comedy performer). My experiences working with these practitioners has directly influenced and informed my practice-based research studies. Since the late 1990s, I have concentrated on writing and performing for radio principally because my long-held passion for the medium has increased with time. Radio drama’s distinctive potential to create within the listening audience what the UK Radio Advertising Bureau called in 1993 the ‘Theatre of the Mind’ is a challenge I find as a writer and actor increasingly fulfilling.

The basis of this thesis is the presentation of a coherent programme of original radio research practice that I have produced since 1999. I have placed this research practice in an appropriate academic context to explore new approaches to mise-en-scène and auteur theory. My research methodology is constructed to interrogate traditional designations of mise-en-scène and auteur and then to reframe and adopt redefinitions of these theories when used to contextualise broadcast radio. My status as a commissioned BBC writer provides me with a particularly informed insight into the contemporary creative and production protocols governing broadcast radio. As a consequence, my practitioner status enables me to suggest fresh and original perspectives of mise-en-scène and auteur theory when applied to radio.

This research focuses particularly on explorations of the inter-relationships between the form, content and production of five original radio dramas I was commissioned to write for the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). All of the plays were broadcast by BBC Radio 4, the major public service arena available for radio drama in the United Kingdom, from 2000 to 2012. These years constituted a period of significant change in creative and administrative protocols at the BBC, and form the context for exploration of auteur innovations.

The radio dramas achieved considerable critical attention attracting favourable reviews and provoking public debate. For example, Bell in the Ball (Peters, 2010) prompted a discussion concerning writing about disability on the Radio 4’s In Touch programme (2010). It is a significant marker of their quality that a number of the plays have been repeated on various BBC Radio channels, as well as broadcast overseas. As part of the critical interrogation of my media and creative practice, excerpts of the plays have also been included in academic papers and presented at national and international conferences.

Part I of the thesis places the plays in a critical and theoretical context by outlining traditional definitions of auteur and mise-en-scène theory. It then concentrates on the cultural and political context in which the BBC operates and how this influenced the commissioning and production of the dramas. The remaining sections focus on each of the five plays detailing the narrative content and themes, stylistic approaches and how each play assists a reframing of auteur and mise-en-scène theory. The conclusion aims to redefine auteur and mise-en-scène when applied to broadcast radio production. The aim is to bring my practical radio writing experience to contribute to a new knowledge and understanding of the medium. By
combining theory and practice, I intend to offer scholarly consideration of the realities of creative radio production undertaken within an institutional context.

Part II of the thesis contains a portfolio of scripts, articles and broadcast recordings of the five original BBC Radio 4 dramas. The broadcast play details of the five key outputs examined include references to a set of related academic publications and conference papers in which critical reflection about the media and creative practice of writing the plays took place. The portfolio includes two of the related journal articles reproduced in full exploring theories of comedy performance.
Critical, and creative context

The Medium Is The Message. (McLuhan 1964: 7)

Although the plays below deal with different narrative content, overall my writing investigates connected themes challenging traditional templates of radio drama. For example, broadcast radio drama has traditionally relied on naturalistic story-telling techniques; my radio plays attempt to explore the integration of non-naturalistic performance and production forms and techniques.

One of the key methodological concerns of my research is investigating how auteur theory can also be applied to radio, and also considering how the theory is reconfigured in the context of the reality of twenty-first century production protocols. My plays also present a series of questions prompted by creative binaries such as: scripted dialogue and actor improvisation; repeatable practice and non-repeatable innovation; and naturalistic character development and non-naturalistic soundscaping. My research articulates how these and other questions were constructed and addresses how traditional criticisms of medial production have tended to overlook investigation of mise-en-scène and auteur theory when applied to contemporary radio drama.

Mise-en-scène has attracted a plethora of definitions and has also been called by Brian Henderson film criticism’s ‘grand undefined term’ (1980: 49). A commonly used definition cites the term as the expression of cinematic or stage space, a term used to describe the design aspects of a theatre or film production. This essentially means that the term refers to the entirety of pictorial screen or stage composition that communicate theme and meaning (of the narrative).

Although it originated in the theatre, when applied to television and cinema mise-en-scène now refers to everything that appears before the camera and its arrangement including the actors’ choreography, lighting and design - set, costume and make-up. These are all aspects guided (or manipulated) by the director, and thus, in French film credits, the director's title is metteur en scène, ‘placer on scene’. I welcome the challenge to re-frame the term mise-en-scène so that it can be applied to describe the holistic elements that make up radio drama production and design, a task seemingly overdue as my research yields that no specific definition currently exists. Therefore when I apply the term to radio, mise-en- scène will represent everything that appears before the microphone and its arrangement including the actor’s choreography, audio perspective and balancing, space and location selection, soundscaping and sound effects. It will also refer to the types of microphone selected as different recording devices yield different tonal qualities and textures. As Tim Crook identifies,

The arrangement of sounds in plane, space, perspective, tone, hues and texture determines the quality of the image and moving picture experienced in the mind of the listener as well as what the listener is feeling emotionally. (1999: 79)

Hand-in-hand with mise-en-scène goes auteur theory, which places emphasis on the director as the primary author of cinematic work. Originating as a concept from the 1950s French New Wave (La Nouvelle Vague), filmmakers such as François Truffaut celebrated the director as the principal, distinctive authorial voice of a film’s creative vision. The concept is given legal authority in that, according to European law, the director is considered an original copyright holder and one of the ‘authors’ of the film. In his influential book Signs and Meanings in the Cinema Peter Wollen re-defined the supremacy of the director’s influence, claiming that
The director does not subordinate himself to another author; his source is only a pretext, which provides catalysts, scenes which fuse with his own preoccupations to produce a radically new work. Thus the manifest process of performance, the treatment of a subject, conceals the latent production of a quite new text, the production of the director as an auteur (1972: 113).

However, auteur theory, while (still) a contentious concept, has become increasingly discredited in that many critics and contemporary directors recognize the collaborative nature of film (and stage) production. This has probably been due in part to advances in screen technology – for example, Computer-Generated Imagery (CGI), 3D, High Definition, motion capture techniques – which increase the status of the visual design technicians at the expense of the director. Also, at its most basic, the definition of a director’s principal responsibility as the interpreter of the script, however visually poetic, has been refigured in the last 50 years.

Furthermore, the challenge to the director as primary ‘author’ of a film has been reinforced by award-winning screenwriters such as William Goldman in his book Adventures in the Screen Trade: A Personal View of Hollywood and Screenwriting (1989: 100-105). Also respected film critics such as Pauline Kael (of New Yorker Magazine, 1968-1991), consistently questioned the primacy of the director’s vision. In her influential essay Raising Kane (1989) Kael challenged the authorship of Orson Welles’ Citizen Kane (1941), by arguing for equal weight to be given to screenwriter Herman J Mankiewicz as an ‘author’ of the film. It is interesting to note that according to the IMDb website (2014) there are three further ‘contributory writers’ uncredited on the film.

Alan Schneider, film director of Samuel Beckett’s only screenplay Film (1965) starring Buster Keaton, ‘saw the screenplay as an intermediate partial object, a transparent film through which the author’s creativity had to be made visible’; Schneider claimed even to be using the film medium and film production techniques purely as translation machines through which Beckett’s authorship would pass’ (Bignell 1999: 34; emphasis added). Hollywood journalist and historian Aljean Harmetz, referring to the creative input of producers and studio executives in classical Hollywood, argues in Round Up the Usual Suspects that auteur theory ‘collapses against the reality of the studio system’ (2002: 29).

I argue that this ‘collapse’ of traditional auteur theory is compounded when applied to the manner in which UK radio and television creative input (especially writing and directing) in the last decade has been affected by a much more intrusive and censorious broadcasting compliance system of regulation. I will return to this issue with specific reference to the production of my radio plays.

The challenges to auteur theory can also be viewed through a re-interpretation, or rather a new application, of the theories of New Criticism, an early 20th century school of literary criticism. The New Critics argued that critics made an ‘intentional fallacy’ when they tried to interpret works of art by speculating about what the author meant, based on the author’s personality or life experiences. New Critics argued that information or speculation about an author’s intention was secondary to the words on the page as the basis of the experience of reading literature. As W.K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley articulate in The Intentional Fallacy (1946) ‘the design of the author or intention of the author is neither available nor desirable as a standard for judging the success of literary art’ (cited in Gerstner and Staiger 2003: 11).

Taken together with Roland Barthes’s (1915-1980) work signaling the death of the authorial voice, such critical positions have challenged the authority and status of the author-centric
view and could be applied as much to radio production as any other art medium. Yet, as Michel Foucault has asserted, ‘it is not enough, however, to repeat the empty affirmation that the author has disappeared. [...] Instead, we must locate the space left empty by the author’s disappearance, follow the distribution of gaps and beaches, and watch for the openings that this disappearance uncovers’ (1975: 105).

As previously stated, only rarely has mise-en-scène, auteur theory or re-definitions of ‘the author-function’ (Foucault 1975: 107) been used to describe radio. This may in part be a result of radio’s relatively low profile in scholarly research. As Michele Hilmes points out in ‘Rethinking Radio’, ‘[i]n the humanities, radio’s cultural marginality and lowbrow roots worked against academic legitimation,… its study subsumed under the dominance of the visual’ (Hilmes 2002: 6). This PhD by Published Work intends to make an original contribution to the present state of knowledge concerning radio creation and production by exploring theoretical questions that are drawing on a set of outputs from the author’s own creative practice and industry experience.

These outputs have prompted and informed other creative practice and related academic conference presentations and publications. For example, I have started to adapt the radio play Bell in the Ball (2010) for screen and stage, posing questions not only concerning multiple adaptation but also comparing the representation of visual disability by and through each medium. Issues of racism and sexism in comedy explored in radio plays such as Goodbye Mr Gherkin (2007) and A Higher Education (2000) have prompted the presentation of papers at international conferences and publication of two peer-reviewed articles in the journal Comedy Studies, entitled ‘Racism in comedy reappraised’ (2010) and ‘The roots of alternative comedy?’ (2013) which are reproduced in the Part II portfolio. Full broadcast details of the five plays examined can also be found in this second section.

There has been relatively little written about radio that explores auteur and mise-en-scène theory that traditional sociological and semiological theoretical approaches, usually applied more widely to television, stage and screen, offer a relevant starting point. However, such approaches appear not to fully consider the environmental realm in which the spectator receives information, or more relevantly here, in which the listener receives aural information. In other words, how the audience actually accepts and, by extension, listens to material is often excluded from theoretical analysis. In a point about television but relevant also to understanding the sometime domestic media of radio, in Living Room Wars Ien Ang argues that the semiological approach ‘has attempted to overcome any notion of conscious institutional or commercial manipulation, on the one hand, and of free audience choice on the other’ (1996: 19). Ang’s contention that critical approaches to television reception appear to be ‘an over-simplistic idea of communication as the transmission of transparent messages from and to fully autonomous subjects’ (1996: 19) can equally be applied when considering approaches to radio criticism.

Furthermore, I argue that what governs radio writing and production aesthetics are the prevailing political and cultural contexts prevalent in the broadcast media generally and at the BBC specifically. Awareness of and response to shifts of commissioning compliance are as much part of the creative writing and production process as the author’s thematic aims, yet they are absent from most definitions and analysis concerning mise-en-scène and auteur theory. Most critical approaches appear to place primary weight on the director’s organisation of the elements for successful interpretation of a script, without sufficient consideration of the
multiplicity of other influencing factors. Consider for example Aston and Savona’s assertion, when discussing theatrical production:

Whilst the dramatist is the originator of the linguistic sign-system, the director nowadays has control over the theatrical (as opposed to dramatic) shape and is faced with the task of organising the signifying systems of theatre at her/his disposal…. If the director fails in this task, then the performance will not make sense to the spectator…. It is the responsibility of the director to ensure that the sign-systems operating in a production not only work in isolation but also create the desired effect when combined with signs from other systems. (2002: 100)

This description of directorial organisation on stage may be true superficially although I will attempt to show later how the radio producer/director certainly influences the ‘dramatic shape’ of any script. The more critical question that arises is how much creative control any director, writer or performer can exert on a radio production process, which by its very nature is collaborative and at the same time subject to rigid broadcast protocols.

The BBC, and the radio environment

It might seem self-evident to conclude that ‘factors other than textual ones play a part in the way viewers [and listeners] make sense of text’ (1996: 20), but when considering the service licence remit of BBC Radio 4 and the specific demographic and cultural preferences of a typical Radio 4 audience, these factors become an important issue when considering radio drama commissioning policy, the scripting, the encoding and the de-coding of the broadcast text. The wider macro-political context surrounding licence fee funding is also relevant in shaping the cultural emphasis of commissioned product in that the BBC increasingly feels the need to justify relevance through audience reach, satisfaction and ratings. Arguably, a defensive stance is taken by the BBC to counter political attempts to introduce advertising or subscription charges by abolishing the licence fee that their opponents see as an exploitative and compulsory public tax.

BBC commissioning guidelines re-emphasise the public service remit: the Radio 4 ‘service should appeal to listeners seeking intelligent programmes in many genres which inform, educate and entertain’ (BBC commissioning, 2014). RAJAR (Radio Joint Audience Research) statistics confirm that the typical Radio 4 audience corresponds to an ABC1 demographic profile of higher status and older listeners who are typically aged over 55. This group represents over half of its audience of around 11.2 million listeners a week (RAJAR 2014). On average, a Radio 4 listener aged over 55 will hear approximately 15 hours of Radio 4 programming each week compared with 7 hours for a listener aged between 25 and 34 (BBC Trust 2011, 54). The recommendations from BBC management as detailed in the 2011 Service Review to seek a younger more diverse audience were significant in attempting to change, extend and diversify the listening demographic:

there is scope to improve performance in the north of England where Radio 4 reach is low, despite the low reach of other BBC local radio services. They have set out a number of specific initiatives to address the disparity of listening between the north and south of England including: being clearer and more consistent about the origin of non-London productions in promotions and continuity announcements (BBC Trust 2011, 56-57).
Also the BBC management set out a number of initiatives to close this listening gap of black and minority ethnic group listeners including,

- promoting the station among minority ethnic opinion formers through special content and marketing events;
- raising the number of minority ethnic drama writers and highlighting their contribution in our promotions and marketing;
- improving the promotion of productions and talent that diversify the sound of Radio 4 (BBC Trust 2011: 55).

Such policy shifts would certainly attempt to have an impact on drama commissioning. It is probable that proposed material corresponding to these new BBC management audience strategy initiatives following the 2011 review would have more likelihood of being commissioned. However, the BBC Trust is keen also not to alienate its core over-55 year old audience. Therefore, subject matter not deemed of interest to this demographic is also unlikely to be commissioned by editors and producers. Material that is commissioned will need to be written in a way that can appeal to this ‘older, wiser’ demographic. I will argue that these seemingly extraneous macro-elements influence both the authorial voice and the *mise-en-scène* of the drama at a micro-level. Consequently these elements need to be considered as part of a non-traditional reframing of *mise-en-scène* and auteur theory.

Furthermore, the ‘familial and domestic conditions’ (Ang 1996: 19) in which we listen to the radio cannot be over-emphasized. Much radio is listened to haphazardly, usually alone, often in a vehicle on the move in comparison to television, cinema and stage where spectators more often select a particular programme and choose to concentrate their viewing (notwithstanding recent developments in multimedia digital consumption with personal devices - watching television while playing on the iPad, for instance). And, as Aston and Savona observe, ‘[v]ariations in the proxemic relation between the actor and the spectator can radically alter the spectator’s perception and reception of a production’ (2002: 115) - a point which can equally be applied to the relationship between radio performer and listener.

These kinds of environmental factors necessarily influence the writing, design and reception of audio drama. This is exemplified by advice often provided by radio commissioners and producers who urge young writers to create Impact in the opening minutes of the drama with an ‘ear-grabbing’ Inciting Incident in order to maximize attention span. As the New Writing North website puts it:

> Have a good opening - get the listener hooked immediately. The average turn-off time for people listening to radio drama is two minutes, so there is no time for vague openings in plays. Have impact with your opening pages of script, cut into the story quickly and make use of music and sound. Make sure your opening is working hard enough for you (2014).

Although openings depend on the type of slot, single one-off drama for the BBC Afternoon Play (weekdays 1.15-2.00pm) tends to follow this template. Potentially, it is a formulaic device that cements a house style which could restrict writers’ and directors’ artistic freedom to experiment, or at the very least, creates an aesthetic barrier difficult to vary.

In addition, radio audiences do not have the same historical, cultural or emotional relationship to the material that television or cinema spectators experience. Although radio was invented around 1906, almost 20 years after the motion picture but over 20 years before television, the visual image has become the primary medial form in shaping western cultural
norms. Although radio ‘occupies a significant position in the cultural lives of societies throughout the globe’ (Crook 1999: 3), I argue that the influence and relevance of UK radio in many aspects, including academic interest, has diminished accordingly.

Very few academic, contemporary, radio audience studies exist, compared to masses of research and theorising around television audiencehood…. By omission, radio appears to be conceived of as an 'old' technology, with a diminishing and unimportant role in contemporary life, especially as compared with newer technologies…. Radio's early days, in the 1920's, 1930's and 1940's, are often depicted popularly as the 'golden days' of the medium - before television was introduced to the British public, and radio became lost in the background of domestic leisure. (Tacci 1997)

Although there is a profusion of pop music stations and an expansion in local provision globally, the proliferation of radio and the increased opportunities to access on-line has paradoxically reduced its power to shape opinion as its struggles for space in an age of competing medial forms and platforms. The influence of UK radio, and especially radio drama, to shock, influence or even to create a national conversation is rare.

[W]e do not wonder in awe at this medium any more - why should we when it is simply there in the background, almost all the time? And we don’t read or hear about the radio medium very much either - it rarely makes the front pages, rarely arouses the same sort of heated debates over say, violence, or sex or sensationalism, that television seems to engender…. in the media pond it is still an economic minnow, and in society as a whole it is largely ignored. (Hendy 2000: 3)

The semiotic screen signifiers and expected shooting and editing protocols of genre and signature auteur television and film directors are consumed and internalized from an early age by audiences. The spectator is accustomed to these conventions and needs little guidance in how to read the visual narrative. It should be acknowledged too that, even for the most dedicated radio-phile, a commitment to listen for almost an hour in a concentrated way takes discipline and focus. This may further explain why in the UK, listening to speech-only drama appears to be an acquired taste of the over 55-year old ABC1 demographic where the ear needs to be trained in concentration and application.

Unlike film and television, there is not a widely-recognised back-catalogue of radio drama conventions and sign-signifiers to which the young or inexperienced listener subconsciously refers. With the possible exception of Orson Welles’ War of the Worlds from 1938, there are very few radio drama production titles that could be quoted by the general public or even by regular radio listeners. Furthermore, this absence of familiarity is mirrored by neglect to evaluate radio comprehensibly and reliably by theorists and academics. As Tim Crook puts it:

[r]adio drama has been one of the most unappreciated and understated literary forms of the twentieth century…. Even now, radio drama is regarded as an adjunct of radio production practice…. [This is] a case of underdeveloped radio theory and a continuing struggle to legitimise sound art or radio drama in terms of its equality as an art form. (1999: 3-4)

This lack of identifiable historical referencing gives radio drama a lack of cultural gravitas, a second-class status even amongst some of its own writers, producers and audience. It also makes the listener’s task more difficult in connecting with the drama material as the cultural back-catalogue of radio signifiers is largely unknown or at least innately unfamiliar.
However, radio drama also provides artistic freedoms from the straight-jackets of much hackneyed film and television-style conventions with their current pre-occupations of over-realistic dialogue and unrealistic budgets. For example, on radio, you can locate 10,000 extras played by only one character (over dubbed and double tracked) on the moon at no great expense. The special aesthetic experience radio offers is that, given an absorbing play, the audience is stimulated to create its own mind pictures – a liberating experience that many have argued, is comparable only to the intimacy of reading a novel.

Andrew Criswell who defines radio as a ‘blind medium’ explores the distinctiveness that the medium can offer an audience:

[I] want first to stress that blindness is also the source of some real advantages which it (radio) possesses over other media. The most famous of these is, of course, its appeal to the imagination. Because it offers sound-only instead of sound and vision the listener is compelled to 'supply' the visual data for himself. The details are described, or they may suggest themselves through sound, but they are not 'pictured' for him, he must picture them for himself - and he may, indeed, use them as a basis for picturing further details which are not described. Moreover as we all know, the scope of the imagination is virtually limitless: we may picture not only lifelike objects but the fantastical, impossible scenes of an experimental play. (1994: 7)

However, the definition of radio as a ‘blind medium’ has been challenged by some critics and I will return to this debate in the context of my play Bell in the Ball.

Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that with the absence of visual stimuli and an accessible referencing culture, the radio writer and producer need to work hard to stimulate interest and retain the attention of the listener. The visual absences also have a bearing on the aesthetic texture and shape of the drama both at the writing and production stages and consequently affect the mise-en-scène. For example, to assist an audience unfamiliar with aural-only identification of sound, characters, locations and effects often need to be (over-) explained in the dialogue. Citing Hilda Matheson’s analysis of radio drama in her book Broadcasting (1933), Crook describes the precision that writers, directors and technicians need to consider:

She (Matheson) recognised that sound plays needed as much precise ‘blocking’ in the sound stage before the microphones as any stage play. Principal characters needed to stand out clearly from their background. Overwrought and emphasised realism confuses the story and distracts the focus of the ear. It is astonishing that these basic mistakes are a common feature of contemporary BBC radio drama production. (1999: 75)

It is because influencing external factors that have a direct affect on the radio audience environment have been omitted from theoretical methodologies and traditional definitions of mise-en-scène and auteur theory that this thesis aims to re-frame the terms when applied to radio. For Joseph Gelmis, ‘the concept of mise-en-scène was developed by theorists interested in issues of authorship, in the role of participants, and particularly directors in constructing the meaning of film’ (1970: 94); this resulted in film directors having increasing control over the mise-en-scène. This control could equally apply to radio if were not for the fact that writers and directors have a diminishing influence over their work. Radio, like most contemporary media production processes, has by its very nature become an increasingly collaborative process that is now recognized and celebrated as such. At the same time radio has been subject to an extended and more rigidly enforced set of external and macro-
broadcast protocols that have reduced the power of the signature *auteur* writer and director and who by extension have a consequently diminished control over the *mise-en-scène*. This diminution of control is at its most evident when investigating the contemporary radio commissioning process and compliance regulations, and it is to these that we now turn.

**Commissioning, compliance and theory in BBC radio**

It should be noted that apart from the BBC, aiming to comply with its Public Service Broadcasting remit, no other UK radio broadcaster commissions original drama production on such a large scale. According to 2011 statistics the BBC produced over 600 hours of drama in the Radio 4 schedule ‘in this area of excellence’ (BBC Trust 2011: 66) every year. As part of BBC initiatives to open up competition in response to political pressures to stimulate a more open market, Radio 4 commissioned around 14 per cent of its hours from independent suppliers, exceeding its 10 per cent target for 2009-10 (Source: RAJAR 2009-10). Critically the implementation of what the BBC Trust called a ‘Window of Creative Competition’ was open to independents and in-house producers, in addition to the 10 per cent guarantee for independents.

The Service Review stated that

> [t]he variety of topics covered and the different format of dramas in slots such as the Afternoon Play are considered assets to Radio 4. However, we agree with BBC management that this wide range can make it difficult to achieve impact (2011: 66).

Because of such ‘difficulty’ identified, it is unsurprising then that the changing practice and customs of BBC cultural activity have been assimilated into radio commissioning and production. This assimilation has had a significant effect on the *mise-en-scène* and authorial voice of radio drama at the commissioning, the writing and production stages.

A telling conclusion to the 2011 Service Review followed a meeting of ‘stakeholder meeting of writers, directors and producers’:

> Overall they believed that the range and balance of drama broadcast on Radio 4 played an important role to in the cultural life of the UK…. [They] understood the value of making sure that subject matter was relevant, but felt that a wider range of topics should be maintained. They also felt that there was a small risk that Radio 4 drama could end up sounding more similar due to the homogenisation of the radio drama production process… Although these remain relatively minor concerns, we expect Radio 4 to maintain a wide variety in terms of subject matter, formats and the tone of its drama (BBC Trust 2011: 66-67).

Despite the aspiration to provide ‘variety’, the charge of ‘homogenisation’ is certainly a consistent criticism of much of Radio 4’s drama output and is a result of a complexity of factors that start with the commissioning process. This process has changed significantly, even in the fourteen years that I have written plays for the BBC, but has resulted in a greater centralisation of creative control both for television and radio. Despite the move of some individual departments to MediaCity at Salford in 2011, including Radio 5 Live, religion and children’s programming, the commissioning decision-making power remains primarily in London.
In 1991 Deputy Director-general John Birt brought an internal market system into the BBC, named ‘Producer Choice’. Under the dual guise of meeting the challenges of the new digital convergence technology and offering programme makers freedom to make creative choices about their programmes, the strategy was seen by commentators as a way of countering political criticism of the BBC’s spiralling costs by introducing a more rigid market trading system. As Needham and Dransfield summarise, Birt’s key structural changes included

Streamlining the operation to focus on aims and objectives, policy and performance...The separation of programme production from commissioning and scheduling in television and radio, and the buying in of programmes from a range of sources. The creation of separate resources, engineering and service departments to run the production side of the BBC. (1994: 187)

The BBC had to be seen to be leaner and fit for purpose. Producers were now made aware of the true costs of their programmes by a system of buying services from in-house departments or outside suppliers and charging back for central services that the BBC used to provide at no cost. The idea was to challenge producers to find cheaper ways to make programmes, freeing up millions of pounds that, in theory, could then be ploughed back into programmes. However, as Harris and Wegg-Prosser deduce, the result of Producer Choice, if not its stated intention, was ‘the recentralization of programme strategy and an end to the practice of devolving the process of programme commissioning’ (2009: 236). This was the start of the ‘New BBC’ with the introduction of the ‘offers system’ whereby senior management developed ‘a two-year “planning cycle”’ which ‘sought to fill schedules by means of continuous production lines (known as “programming strands”) whose costs could be predicted and controlled’ (2009: 236).

The result of these radical changes was to reign in creative excess, as the management saw it, to the shackles of centralized financial planning, control and market research. In Georgina Born’s view,

Henceforth, responsibility for commissions lay solely with the controllers, marketing executives and corporate strategists. The result was a less distributed and devolved structure of decision making with little space for the particular expertise of genre production … to flow up the hierarchy and be nurtured through dialogue. (2004: 307)

For Harris and Wegg-Prosser, the BBC was now redesigned as a broadcaster rather than a programme maker, ‘where senior managers are strategists and the commissioning cycle fits the money available to the demands of the audience as perceived by marketeers and schedulers. Programme controllers abandoned their former role as creative arbiters’ (2009: 232-237). As Born concludes

Drama was particularly damaged…. The doctrine of ‘value for money’ can bully producers’ imaginations into submission and conformity. Birt’s BBC, with its new managerial credos undermined the only values that are essential to the BBC, those specific to its core activities: making programmes and running networks. Birtist management knew precisely the price of everything and the value of nothing. (2005: 372)

The historical context above is important in informing present practice as the legacy of ‘Producer Choice’ lives on – even though it was notionally abandoned as a named strategy by subsequent BBC Director Generals Greg Dyke and Mark Thompson. Their attempts to refine and manage this change of top-down control was marked in the Blair administrative years...
with recurrent initiatives to provide ‘periods of creative autonomy’ with ‘“surges” of managerial control’ (Harris and Wegg-Prosser 2009: 241).

Concerns surrounding the new centralized commissioning process continued, as evidenced by Gareth McLean’s 2008 Guardian article entitled ‘Is drama safe at the BBC?’. McLean quotes an anonymous BAFTA-award winning writer: ‘There are so many cooks involved in any new project now that any distinctiveness is being throttled…. Such is the lack of courage of commissioners and the climate of fear in which they operate, the commissioning process is ossifying’ (2008).

The abolition in 2010 from BBC radio schedules of the Friday Play, which dealt with riskier subject matter, was seen as further evidence of the thin end of the wedge and possibly even the beginning of the end for radio drama. As Leo Benedictus reported in the Guardian that year, Equity (the actors’ union) carried two unanimous motions at their annual conference which declared that radio drama was ‘rapidly becoming an endangered species’ (2010). It is significant in the light of the concern expressed over what was viewed as increasingly homogenised output that Mark Damazer, the Controller of Radio 4 at the time, with responsibility for decommissioning the strand, felt the need to stress rather defensively, ‘We will continue to commission challenging scripts that examine difficult and contemporary realities’ (2010). It could be argued that the commitment to commission experimental and challenging new work exists solely on Radio 3 with programme strands such as The Wire.

The strategy outlined above to establish a central BBC commissioning process where only a single executive figure (presently the Commissioning Editor for Drama) authorizes production from a long-list of suggestions from regional producers, pre-dates my first play A Higher Education (2000). Although this process has been streamlined over the years (for example, comedy and drama commissioning are now separate), it is evident that however open and eclectic the viewpoint, the Commissioning Editor for Drama’s sole authorising role to authorise production will necessarily shape output according to subjective taste and their interpretation of the Corporation’s priority strategies as outlined above.

It is therefore important as context to summarise the detail of the present commissioning and production processes employed by the BBC. This serves as a template to investigate protocols accepted as normal professional radio practice and those that appear to lie outside the norm and challenge or re-frame conventional systems. It is a methodology that will help serve exploration of those elements that could aid new approaches to re-defining auteur theory.

Usually, new writers are encouraged to submit ideas, outlines or sample scenes to their regional BBC drama centre. They are also encouraged to enter a number of targeted ‘New Writing’ initiatives promoted on the BBC’s access website such as The Writer’s Room. These initiatives are developed to target particular voices and promote sections of the audience identified in the Review above as not being adequately represented on radio (and television), such as the Northern Voice or Black and Ethnic Minorities. My first commission A Higher Education (2000) was as a result of entering the Alfred Bradbury Bursary competition which the Corporation runs to encourage new writing from new voices. The script was considered to possess enough potential to be placed with a sympathetic reader and then producer for development.

From experience, I have found that the key to having ideas considered and developed is by establishing personal creative relationships with appropriate producer/directors at a local
level. Producer/directors are encouraged to nurture new talent, especially from the priority
groups highlighted above, and it is to their credit that much of their time and effort is spent
advising, shaping and revising raw material. Normally, a submitted idea needs to be
summarised with a short synopsis detailing genre and plot. The narrative is then presented as
a longer outline and then if considered viable (subject to regional-slot quota and creative
potential) the author will be asked to delineate a scene-by-scene breakdown which, is then
pitched by the assigned producer to the Commissioning Editor for Drama. The total budget
for each script idea is a crucial factor in deciding the viability of the project; for radio
the 2014-15 guide price for the 45-minute Afternoon Play is £18,000 (BBC Drama
Commissioning Round 2014). Therefore, a drama submission will necessarily be governed
by the in-house costed expenditure headings such as production and technical team, studio
space, and edit time. Crucially, after the writer’s fee, usually the most expensive item of
expenditure is the number of actors proposed. For a one-off single drama, usually no more
than six actors are considered viable, depending on the other productions already been
commissioned and the total spend allocated per slot and region. If finally commissioned, the
writer is expected to submit six to ten drafts (for an Afternoon Play slot) to the assigned
producer/director who edits and shapes the script in consultation with the writer.

It is evident that these systematic, even mechanistic, commissioning processes and budgetary
constraints have a direct influence on the creative output of the script. In other words, before
a word is recorded, the author’s voice and what I call the pre-mise-en-scène is shaped by the
BBC’s internal (regional), external (national) protocols and its wider corporate strategies.

All programmes need to comply with the BBC Editorial Guidelines (2014) on health, safety,
taste and decency. Under heading number five, Harm and Offence, sub-headings delineate
the areas that require producers and writers to be especially aware, such as use of references
to Drug-taking, Nudity, Sex, Alcohol, Smoking, Suicide, Hypnotism, Exorcism, the Occult,
the Paranormal, Intimidation and Humiliation etc. Under the Language sub-heading (5.4.21),
the guidelines state:

The quality of challenging material, which includes strong language, is a significant
factor in determining its acceptability or unacceptability to audiences. Strong
language can be acceptable when authentic or used for clear purpose or effect within a
programme, but audiences dislike careless use which has no editorial purpose. We
must not include the strongest language before the watershed, or on radio when
children are particularly likely to be in our audience, or in online content likely to
appeal to a significant proportion of children. We must also make careful judgements
about the use of the strongest language post-watershed and ensure it is clearly
signposted. Any proposal to use the strongest language (cunt, motherfucker and fuck
or its derivatives) must be referred to and approved by the relevant output controller,
who should consider the editorial justification. Chief Adviser Editorial Policy may
also be consulted (BBC Editorial Guidelines 2014; emphasis original).

It could be argued that these are reasonable constraints to prevent reckless, insensitive or
offensive creative writing. However, the paradox faced by many programme makers and
writers is that the audience for a Radio 4 afternoon drama slot mainly comprised of an older
demographic, may wish or even expect to be challenged by contemporary drama including
the inclusion of realistic or earthy language from fictional characters. It adds weight to
criticisms from the stakeholder group that Radio 4 drama needs to guard against the danger of
sounding homogenised and safe.
An important contributory factor that enormously affected compliance regulations was the aftermath of the Ross/Brand affair in October 2008. This was when Jonathan Ross and Russell Brand defamed actor Andrew Sachs and his niece in a lewd, salacious live Radio 2 programme, The Russell Brand Show. The subsequent investigation identified a lack of editorial/producer control and concluded that the guidelines on what could and could not be aired were tightened, to be evidenced by a much more rigorous checklist of the proposed content of every programme to be completed by individual programme producers. As The Service Review confirms:

We note, however, that, since the high profile breach during The Russell Brand Show on Radio 2 in October 2008, the BBC has reviewed and strengthened its audio and music compliance procedures. (BBC Service Review 2011: 64)

The impact of both a centralised commissioning process and strengthened editorial guidelines may at first sight not to play a crucial part in the authorial voice or mise-en-scène. However, I would argue that both pre-determine the style and content of the original drama presented for production. Furthermore, the compliance regulations have a direct impact on the author’s use, or non-use, of subject matter and dialogue.

Examples of executive overview can be drawn from the production of Bell in the Ball (2010). ‘Bollocks’ was not allowed to be uttered within the first fifteen minutes of the play and its use, including substitutes like ‘nuts’ were limited thereafter. Only one ‘bollock’ per scene was allowed although strangely ‘arse’ remained after the edit. Interestingly, the word ‘shag’ was cut during recording, it being replaced, inexplicably, by ‘jump’, even though ten years earlier in A Higher Education (2000) the use of ‘shag’ had been permitted. Perhaps this later judgement was a symptom of corporate caution following the Ross/Brand affair or an indication of a particular executive editor’s interpretation of compliance.

These changes had a direct, if relatively minor, effect on the rhythms of the speeches concerned. The authorial voice, although admittedly not drastically impaired, was certainly manipulated by executive protocol. However, as I will describe below, the script of A Higher Education was changed drastically by the inventions of the actors to great comic effect. This manipulation was positive and consensually encouraged whereas the interventions on Bell in the Ball felt imposed and uncomfortable. Such manipulations of scripts are different sides of the same coin and exemplify how traditional auteur theory needs re-framing to include authorship other than solely the writer’s voice.

Wayne Booth argues that ‘the author, speaking in a variety of different voices always betrays his presence shaping the narrative for an implied reader’ (1961: 1-2). I would argue that this traditional definition of auteur theory should, to accurately reflect the supervision and oversight of any national broadcaster, be reframed to include the different voices of producer, editor, output controller and BBC Trust who also ‘shape the narrative’ by ‘betraying’ their collective presence. As Foucault accurately identifies, what is of equal significance to the meaning of the text composed are the social and cultural contexts in which an author operates:

An anonymous text posted on a wall probably has a writer – but not an author. The author function is therefore characteristic of the mode of existence, circulation, and functioning of certain discourses within a society. (1969: 108)
Practice: collaboration, chemistry and theory in *A Higher Education*

In the following sections I now turn to discussing the practical elements of radio writing and production, specifically in the context of my research questions concerning *auteur* and *mise-en-scène*. In the light of the cultural and political perspectives outlined above, it is important to detail the contextual genesis that led to the production of my first radio play *A Higher Education* (Peters 2000) when considering *auteur theory*. There were two key drivers that encouraged its writing and production: firstly, as indicated above, the BBC playwriting competition, *The Alfred Bradley Bursary*, and secondly, the historical relationship I have with the leading comedy performer Rik Mayall for whom the lead part of Don Crookfield was principally written.

As founder members of the alternative theatre comedy 20th Century Coyote during our BA Drama studies at Manchester University (1975-78), Mayall and I not only established a close friendship but more relevantly, a special performing and writing bond which determined the style and content of *A Higher Education*. Coyote produced seven original comedies principally performed at The Band on the Wall venue in Manchester from 1977 to 1978, some years before the alternative comedy boom of the eighties. Mayall and Adrian Edmondson – another member of the Coyote troupe – went on to have great success in the 1980s and 1990s as a double act, *The Dangerous Brothers*, and then as creators of *The Young Ones* (BBC2 1982-84) situation-comedy, which formalized the knockabout, irreverent physicalisation first developed by 20th Century Coyote.

However, for the purposes of investigating new approaches to *auteur theory* the Coyote story is relevant because the unspoken, un-credited author of *A Higher Education* – both stylistically and structurally – is the Coyote company. It is important to note that all the Coyote shows developed through a process of improvisation and re-improvisation – there were no final performance scripts, just templates and scene-by-scene skeleton outlines. This unformulated structure appears to be a contradiction yet it provided the basis of the ‘anything can happen’ performing environment which audiences, more used to seeing conventional well-made plays, enthusiastically embraced in the late 1970s. This is not surprising as the plays were staged at a time when non-conformist punk aesthetics were becoming the norm. *A Higher Education* is a direct descendent of the historical legacy of three years of honing and developing comedy devising and performing techniques with the Coyote company. I have explored the working practices and achievements of Coyote in my article ‘The roots of alternative comedy? The alternative story of 20th Century Coyote and Eighties Comedy’:

What was unusual at the time about 20th Century Coyote is that it combined … the surreal, the absurd, bawdy Restoration farce, fractured TV sit-com with long-form theatre improvisation…. The Coyote shows were amalgams of all these forms – often improvised round embryonic plots and recognized character personas, but usually, with an absurd twist. The ‘genre’ was closest to farce and slapstick – unsurprising when Peters and Mayall were both enthusiastic advocates of Laurel and Hardy…. If things went wrong, this was seen as strength not weakness…. Crucial to the success of the group was that the members of Coyote possessed complimentary and at the same time antagonistic performance styles that helped develop and cement stock comedy personas and which in turn suggested narrative. (Peters 2013, 12)

*A Higher Education* incorporates these multi-genre comic forms to present a grotesque satire of a dysfunctional and cash-strapped university Drama Department staffed by heightened character types attempting to deal with a missing student, apparently held hostage by a
crazed, gun-wielding, politically-motivated maverick lecturer named Roy Pointer (Philip Glenister). The egotistical and amoral Head of Department Don Crookfield (Mayall) suspects that his action might be a protest against the budget cuts. Senior Lecturer Sophie Sexton (Helen Lederer) knows Pointer’s true motivation as she is secretly complicit in his action. The siege ends with staff, parents and police invited to an unorthodox avant-garde production of Hamlet in the studio - the ‘show to end all shows’ - as a vengeful ruse to embarrass Deidre Dean, the Dean (Judi Earl), who wishes to close the department but is finally arrested for wasting police time.

A Higher Education developed the stylistic techniques developed by the Coyote troupe combining heightened character personas with a farcical, pantomimic performance style. Its commission was the first opportunity that allowed me to present my particular writing voice (my auteur signature), combining naturalistic story-telling techniques based on a conventional three-act structure but with the integration of non-naturalistic acting and production techniques. The exaggerated performances establish a hyper-real, cartoon-like melodramatic aesthetic playing to the strengths of experienced comedy performers like Mayall, Lederer and Glenister. Also, echoing the Coyote shows of the past, and very unusually for radio drama, some lines were improvised ‘live’ when recorded. Indeed there was so much added improvised material overall that entire scenes needed to be cut in the edit in order to fit the play to time, a fact which in itself invites us to question whose story is it anyway?

Examples of the process of collaborative addition and subtraction can be evidenced below by comparing the original final recording script of the opening scene with the transcript of the actual broadcast performance. The improvised additions are indicated by italics underlined and the lines removed indicated by CUT:

SCENE 1: DON’S OFFICE

(DIALOGUE OVERLAPS WHERE INDICATED : ……. )

FX: DOOR KNOCKS. DOOR OPENS.

DON: Ah! Come in Sophie. Great to see you.

SOPHIE: Don, I thought I’d better let you … (know)

DON: It’s been far too long, you…. (know)

SOPHIE: …know what’s happening. As Head of Department, I think you need to…(know)

DON: Don’t you be a stranger just ‘cos I’ve moved round the corner. You know I rely on you to bring me up to date with the Drama Department gossip. Coffee?

SOPHIE: Thanks. Look Don I need…

DON: Powder?

SOPHIE: What?

DON: Powdered milk? No fresh I’m afraid. The fridge is knackered.

SOPHIE: Black’ll do….
DON: [POURING COFFEE] Kids fine?

SOPHIE: Fine, fine. Martha plays rugby for the Colts now and Harry’s started ballet and tap. How’s George?

DON: Oh George George, she’s just the same – head always in the clouds. Paragliding, paragliding, paragliding, Saturday Wednesdays and twice on Fridays. [CUT by actor: every Saturday]. So, what can I do for you?

SOPHIE: Well, it’s rather…(serious)

DON: ‘Cos if you’re adding to the part-time budget, forget it. University finances won’t give the Drama Department a penny more. The Dean dubbed [CUT by actor: named] us the “Tragi-Comedy Department” after our last over-spend.

SOPHIE: No Don, it’s more…

DON: 83 grand and that(’s) is it. Full timers will have to teach…(more)

SOPHIE: More…

DON: …more this Semester. And I’m aware that the strain is beginning to tell. Not replacing Tony is…

SOPHIE: …impossible…

DON: …difficult for staff to assimilate. But twelve and a half hours a week coal-face contact teaching isn’t…

SOPHIE: Teaching isn’t…(the main point)

DON: …a major hardship. O.K., so it isn’t simply the teaching. It’s the admin, HmmHmm, the preparation, the…

SOPHIE: …shows to assess at…(night)

DON: …night-time work, I know. But that should be a pleasure. O.K…

SOPHIE: …most times… (it’s a pain)

DON: …sometimes it’s a pain. Mmmmm. But look at the MACBETH Roy Pointer directed last Semester. It was…

SOPHIE: Flawed.

DON: …astonishingly good. Nice twist to set Dunsinane in the American Wild West as a metaphor for decadent capitalistic power. Hahahaha, Oh That’s old Roy at his unreconstructed, Marxist best.

SOPHIE: [IMPATIENT] Don! (DON: Um?) There’s a problem. (DON: Oh) A problem with Roy as it happens. He’s been teaching Advanced Characterisation to the third year’s today and…
DON: **Oh** Don’t tell me – the Method Acting experiment again. Hell’s teeth!

[CUT IN EDIT: Remember that ex-student Kirsty Johnson. Went into the train station ticket office and demanded cash with menaces. Convinced she was Ronnie Biggs. She could have got 10 years. Or a one-way ticket to Rio.]

SOPHIE: No it’s stranger than that. Roy’s in the Studio now.

DON: And?

SOPHIE: The class has finished.

DON: So?

SOPHIE: And he says…

DON: Yes?

SOPHIE: He’s not coming out.

Scene End.

The inclusion of ellipses, which I use consistently in all my scripts, indicate unfinished emotional expression and is a legacy of the Coyote scene-by-scene scenarios providing space for interruption and improvisation as the actor sees fit. The technique may also be explained as a subconscious homage to the pauses of Harold Pinter and Samuel Beckett whom were significant influences when introduced as part of the Manchester University drama course all the Coyote troupe attended.

The improvised interjections by Rik Mayall such as ‘Mmmm’ and the insertions of hysterical laughter certainly gave the play energy and impact from Scene 1 – vital ingredients to capture a radio audience, as we have seen. More than that, Mayall (as most modern actors do post-Method) brought the character to himself and gave Crookfield (formerly Cruikshank in final draft script) a host of manic and disturbing personality traits perfectly in keeping with the melodramatic style I had intended and discussed with Mayall prior to recording. Indeed, as I had written the part with him in mind, the script was similar to a 20th Century Coyote template with which to experiment and manipulate. Other takes of the scene above demonstrate the ‘anything can happen’ Coyote ethos as Mayall never delivered the script in the same way twice as he cut and included other improvised dialogue. It is a clear example of a well-honed comedic technique delivering non-repeatable innovative performance.

It is what enlightened writers call ‘added value for the benefit of the play’, and what unenlightened *auteur* writers may describe colloquially as ‘They’re messing with my script’. It is worth mentioning that the producer/director Polly Thomas deserves much credit for allowing this degree of creative freedom and experiment, which was and is again rare in traditional radio production.

Laura Mulvey, exploring Hollywood film director Douglas Sirk’s signature *mise-en-scène* proposes that melodrama as a genre was not only identified across cinematic values such as lights, sound, editing and framing objects, ‘but crucially the meaning they (the cinematic
values; my addition) carry when the intensity of emotion rendered characters’ feelings or situation “unspeakable” (2005: 231).

Mulvey adds that the melodramatic mise-en-scène also

acts as means of narrative, contributing a kind of cinematic commentary or description, inscribing into the scene significance that goes beyond the consciousness of characters. This is almost like an extra-diegetic mode of address, reaching out to the spectator who is prepared to find meaning through cinematic style…. [R]ather than a displaced expression of the unspeakable, meanings are encapsulated, materialised and mapped onto the image through the signifying potential of the cinema itself. (231)

This observation can be usefully applied to the radio sphere and the mise-en-scène fusion of selecting specific recording space (for example an acoustically dry ‘dead room’ to suggest Crookfield’s office for the scene above), the placement of microphones and the variable audio perspectives choreographed by director and technicians. Mulvey’s point is also useful in describing the intensity of the absence of dialogue, the space to say the ‘unspeakable’ indicating a similar ‘intensity of emotion’, an especially powerful tool in speech-only radio. Such a technique is present, I suggest, in A Higher Education. Also, the passion, energy and volume of the heightened performances in the play resulted in disparities of sound balance technically and, by extension, an emotional imbalance. Critically, this further added to the textual mise-en-scène of chaos and confusion, a theme at the heart of the play, and created beyond the scripted page an aesthetic within the listener’s imagination.

To state that we are a product of our influences is a truism - it is accepted that any work of art has multiple creative sources and identifiable influences. However, there are new conclusions to draw in the context of exploring auteur theory as applied to radio production. This is not solely a question of collaboration and collective invention that undermines the traditional auteur theory of a sole or principal artistic creator. In A Higher Education, not only were the director and actors paramount in suggesting, including and excluding original material; not only was the historic chemistry of writer and lead actor to create the aesthetic space for an unusual heightened performing style critical to the production; nor was it solely the influences of macro-BBC cultural environment and protocols detailed above; it was all these factors taken together that created a textured aural mise-en-scène never imagined when my apparently authored final draft was presented to the producer/director.

In their taxonomy of identifiable categories of collaborative practice, Brien and Brady state that

collaboration is neither a tidy nor a static form of creative practice. Fluidity is the key…. [A]uthors can move in and out of collaborative forms at various stages in the same project, particularly as aspects of the situation change. (2004)

They define one category, contribution collaboration, as occurring when

several artists contribute to a project in their separate ways, each maintaining their own signature, but producing a unified object, or achieving a common goal. This form of collaboration is found in films and in theatre performances where set designers, writers, actors, directors, lighting technicians and the like all work together to produce a single product…. The key factor here is that each of the collaborators is given authorial status, no matter how slight their input into the project. (2004)
However, as I was the only credited author of *A Higher Education* this seems to reinforce the need for new definitions of authorship. The chemistry of collaboration was evidently effective as the play received unanimously favourable reviews and ‘Radio Choice’ notices from a wide spectrum of cultural and political opinion (see Part II Broadcast Play Details). For example, *The Daily Express* commented that the ‘comedy is rip-roaring, lightning-paced, over the top satirical fun’ (2000). The play was also nominated for the Richard Imison Best First Play Award which is rare for a comedy submission.

**Non-naturalism and mise-en-scène in Brain of Brighouse**

With the commission of *Brain of Brighouse* (Peters, 2005) my intention was to explore aural devices designed to compliment and enhance the challenging subject matter and which required the integration of naturalistic character development with non-naturalistic soundscaping. The play was devised as a much darker comedy-drama than *A Higher Education* as I attempted to explore difficult issues of abandonment, domestic violence, deception, divorce and parental suicide all through the comedic device of a young boy who has the gift for memorizing trivia. The challenging subject matter therefore, demanded the texture that only a fractured, discomfiting, non-naturalistic mise-en-scène could provide.

Presented through unreliable first-person narrative the drama involves a general knowledge prodigy from Brighouse, Danny Crossley. The play traces Danny’s painful journey of self-discovery as he attempts to satisfy his obsession - to learn the identity of his father who disappeared years earlier. His mother Joyce wants to protect her only child, but is persuaded by manipulative Uncle Vince that there is a fortune to be made from Danny’s gift of memory. Vince enters Danny for the popular TV show *Beat the Clock* to win £10,000 prize money. The show is presented by Mike Coster whose voice and catch phrase ‘Take the dough - time’s the foe’ continually haunt Danny. The denouement (Scene 23 below) is set in the final of the *Beat the Clock* studio where one musical question triggers a painful suppressed memory.

**SC 23: INT. TV STUDIO - MATCH**

**DANNY:** [NARR. ASIDE] I was shifting into cruise-control…

**MIKE:** An otter's young….?

**FX:** BUZZER

**DANNY:** Whelp.

**MIKE:** Correct.

**DANNY:** [NARR. ASIDE] …Forcing the other contestants into…

**MIKE:** brown seaweed….?

**FX:** BUZZER

**GIRL CONTESTANT:** Bladderwort

**FX:** ERROR KLAXON
DANNY:  [NARR. ASIDE] …errors

FX: BUZZER

DANNY:  Bladderwrack.

MIKE:  Correct.

DANNY:  [NARR. ASIDE] … On full Auto-pilot now…

MIKE:  Which tower….?

FX: BUZZER

DANNY:  Nanking. [NARR. ASIDE]  Years of practice…

MIKE:  What shape…?

FX: BUZZER

DANNY:  Ellipse. [NARR. ASIDE] … in smoky pubs…

MIKE:  Who said…?

FX: BUZZER

DANNY:  Mozart. [NARR. ASIDE]…. had finely tuned my technique…

MIKE:  Where…?

FX: BUZZER

DANNY:  In a brothel  [NARR. ASIDE]…. Don't analyse …

MIKE:  When…?

FX: BUZZER

DANNY:  1853. [NARR. ASIDE]… Don't think…

FX: BUZZER

MIKE:  Why…?

FX: BUZZER

DANNY:  Nought…. [NARR. ASIDE]  Keep the…

MIKE:  How…?
FX: BUZZER

DANNY: Pole-axe…[ASIDE] Rhythm ….

MIKE: Which..?

FX: BUZZER

DANNY: Patton…[ASIDE] Ticking…Along…Ahead on points…I can't be caught until…

MIKE: I need the singer, title and date…

MUSIC: MADONNA: "LIFE IS A PRAYER"

FX: BUZZER

DANNY: Madonna…Life is a Prayer….19…19…

MIKE: Have to hurry you…

DANNY: [DISTORTION] ….I'm not sure I can…

MIX TO:

FLASHBACK:

SC 24: CROSSLEY'S BEDROOM. NIGHT - 1989

MUSIC: MADONNA: "LIKE A PRAYER" CONTINUES ON RADIO 1

JOYCE: I'm not sure I can…..

MIKE (DAD): (DRUNK BUT GENTLE) Trust me…..

JOYCE: I do but…. (STARTS TO SOB)

MIKE: But what? - I'm your husband.

JOYCE: I can't give it to you Mike….

MIKE: I need the cash now Joyce…. I haven't much time…

JOYCE: …that's all I've got for Danny's clothes…

VINCE: (CONCERNED) Give it to him Joyce.

MUSIC: BECOMES DISTORTED

Scene continues
The scene concludes with Danny recalling the moment when he last saw his father, drunk and violent, whom he’d mistakenly replaced with Mike to sublimate the painful reality. The Beat the Clock show is abruptly stopped as Danny faints with the anxiety of the visualisation. Uncle Vince is finally revealed in a new light as an honourable man who had protected Joyce from his brother’s brutality. The play closes with Vince confessing to Danny that his father committed suicide. Danny and Vince agree a fresh contract of trust as they both recognise that knowledge and friendship are more valuable than prize money and celebrity.

The scenes above exemplify the disruptive non-naturalistic and disorientating techniques used to subvert the linear narrative. The intention is to disturb and provoke the audience. Scene 23 has the quality of staccato rhythmic montage, antiphonal sound patterns jumping from internal to external narration. Other methods I employed include lengthy confessional monologues, flashbacks, flash-forwards, nightmares, parallel time-lines, time jumps, fractured dialogue, soundscaped atmospheres, displaced audio perspective, sound distortion and echo, musical motifs to trigger memory, and symbolist imagery in the form of a snarling bear that Danny imagines stalks his bedroom. My aim was to give a dark, edgy psychological texture and depth to the characters by creating an audio mise-en-scène equivalent to a German expressionist film. As Lotte H. Eisner explains in The Haunted Screen, ‘[e]xpressionism sets itself against naturalism with its mania for recording mere facts...Facts and objects are nothing in themselves: we need to study their essence rather than their momentary and accidental forms’ (1973: 10-11). Many of the features that characterised expressionist cinema such as the ‘preoccupation with rendering Stimmung’ (mood) by suggesting the ‘vibrations of the soul’ are traditionally linked to the use of light (1973:199). I attempted to represent those ‘vibrations’ of Danny’s tortured soul through the use of sound.

Mirroring the expressionist signifiers of nostalgia, desire and lust ‘amid the chaos of things’ (1973: 199), the narrative of Brain of Brighouse contains a complexity of fantasy motifs - Danny’s fantasy to find the truth about his father; Danny’s fantasy that Mike Coster is his father; Vince’s fantasy to escape poverty through Danny; Danny’s fantasy to find a loving companion; Joyce’s fantasy to be able to tell the truth to Danny and repair a fractured family unit. These fantasies are also linked to past fantasies and nostalgias of lust, greed and danger as symbolised by the spectre of Danny’s violent father and symbolised in the present by Danny’s mystical nightmare bear. Indeed the central premise of the play – a general knowledge prodigy capable of winning a TV show – can also be seen as an absurd fantasy. It is this combination of fantasies that demand non-naturalistic treatment but, at the same time, support naturalistic character development within a conventional three-act structure – harmony amongst the chaos. This tension of stylistic construction, expressionistic/naturalistic, represents yet another creative binary which appears as a consistent characteristic in all my plays.

The ambition to create this dark aural Stimmung was an attempt to promote a psychological depth to the motivations of the characters beyond the written word. It is an element of the mise-en-scène that cannot be pre-scripted, in both senses of that word. At its most successful, these atmospheres of fantasy trigger an emotional response in the listener not prescribed by the author’s words alone. As James Donald concludes

In the perpetual motion not only of the narrative’s mise-en-scène and the spectator’s oscillating points of identification, but also in the endless chain of cultural associations that the spectator [and listener] brings to bear in elaborating those engagements, there
is no arrival at a point of origin either ‘in the world’ or ‘the subject’. The subject emerges in the negotiation of this realm of representations - a symbolic order whose form, function and authority are at least partially organised and reproduced through the operation of the original fantasies...It is this bringing together of the psychoanalytic, the cultural and the political that opens up new questions and possibilities. (Donald 1989: 144)

New questions and possibilities were certainly provoked by the Brighouse production especially when considering fresh approaches to mise-en-scène theory. As there was no published review of the production the reception of the play, anecdotally at least, appeared to divide listeners. Presumably this play was deemed a tough listen containing challenging and uncomfortable subject matter. But I suspect more relevantly that the play also demanded much of the audience aurally due to the non-naturalistic mise-en-scène, unusual for Radio 4 where naturalistic drama is the dominant form. However, Richard Murphy confirms the positive benefits of such non-conformist endeavour in the context of the expressionist avant-garde:

rather than reinforcing, through mimetic faithfulness the sense of the objective world’s immovable solidity – as is frequently the case, for example, even with the most radical and revolutionary works of naturalism – it undermines the conventional representational categories, in particular by effacing the boundaries between subject and object (1999: 120).... In other words, the expressionist avant-garde leads to a provocation which draws out of the reader [and listener] those petrified and rationalistic constructions of meaning which the institution of art has made conventional. (1999: 141)

Multi-genre and auteur theory: Four Steps to Heaven

Four Steps to Heaven (Peters, 2006) also deals with difficult subject matter, that of religious conversion. Set in the mid-1980s, the play presents a bitter-sweet rites-of-passage drama that focuses on shifting cultural and religious attitudes, the power of prejudice and the necessary pain accompanying change and ultimately forgiveness. However, I felt the stylistic tone and mise-en-scène demanded a less overtly dark expressionist approach than for Brighouse, although there are certainly non-naturalistic elements essential to the drama, such as the unreliable first-person narrator monologues, flashbacks and time-shifts. Regrettably, in my view, two nightmare quasi-expressionist scenes set in an operating theatre where the lead character experiences the terror of circumcision were cut in the edit due to the play running over-time. However the most notable stylistic development was the interweaving of naturalistic drama with an eclectic fusion of music and comedy forms, including stand-up comedy routines and a plethora of Yiddish jokes.

The narrative follows mild-mannered gentile Chris Batty, a failed actor-comedian who because of his love for Jewish trainee doctor Caroline Solomon decides to convert to Judaism. This is not because of any strong belief-system but a strategy in order to win the acceptance of Caroline’s family who have set themselves against such a blasphemy, as they see it. As part of the tortuous process of conversion which is detailed in the play, it is the spectre of circumcision that gives Chris second thoughts. The second-act turning point where Caroline reveals that she is pregnant by Chris still does not convince Caroline’s bigoted father Sid that Chris is a worthy suitor. The play concludes with Chris demonstrating his honourable and moral integrity supporting Caroline when she miscarries. But it is the
revelation of the dark secret that Caroline’s mother Ruth has harboured for thirty years that finally leads to family acceptance. Ruth’s father was a non-Jew who married in secret to avoid community prejudice and alienation - a situation Ruth is determined not to repeat when the happiness of Caroline is her primary concern.

Because of BBC sensitivities surrounding issues dealing with religious topics (as mentioned when discussing compliance guidelines), I undertook twelve months of research prior to recording, including visits to synagogues, discussions with Jewish elders, an invitation to a Rabbi’s home, as well as the presentation of at least six drafts to the BBC. The first of the two producers assigned to the project felt nervous enough to add an explanatory note on the application to the commissioning editor: ‘NB - Lloyd has researched key details with both academics and Orthodox Rabbis to ensure the credibility of the storyline…’ who confirm ‘…that there is “universal acceptance” of the Orthodox convert if the protocols (outlined in this proposal) have been followed correctly.’

Chris comments in first-person confessional address to the audience on his preference for the New Wave style of popular music, which is altogether gentler than the aggressive antagonism of Punk. The era and music act as a cultural backdrop mirroring the themes of emotional transformation and forgiveness in the play and New Romantic music punctuates sequences to act as a bridge between scenes. The non-naturalistic device of confessional voice-over narration provides an effective tension between the characters’ conflicted inner emotions and their outward masked expressions of deceit during social interaction. This antagonistic contradiction is especially appropriate given the central themes of the play - deception and truthful revelation. As the play reaches a climax, the barriers between these two conflicted states of truth become blurred and intertwined. Crucially the monologue device is also effective as an audience identifier technique creating a bond of trust between lead character and listener as they are taken on Chris’s journey of discovery. Although still rare in radio drama, the binary confessional device of depicting inner truths/outer deceits within the scene is a common cinematic device and it is no accident that Woody Allen’s 1979 film Manhattan was an important influence in the construction of the play’s structure. It also informed the content, as Chris continually quotes Allen’s jokes in a desperate and doomed attempt to impress his girlfriend.

The collaborative influences I identified during the production of A Higher Education are again paramount in the creation of Four Steps to Heaven. The major influence concerning the construction of Heaven was the creative partnership of writer and director. As already described, all radio dramas go through an extensive process of re-write, feedback, re-draft and script editing. However, this play is a primary example of how the content, tone and mise-en-scène evolved due to a close working relationship between author and the second assigned producer/director Gary Brown. Having been friends since primary and secondary school and then university, Brown and I have worked together regularly on a number of creative projects including performing as alternative comedy duo Foot and Mouth at the original Comedy Store in Soho, London in the 1980s. It is though not solely a question of a shared sense of humour. Equally relevant is the shared secular Jewish sensibility. Dealing with a sensitive subject, our cultural and religious experiences were critical in suggesting content - Yiddish jokes and music for example - but in the context of producing drama that did not contravene BBC compliance guidelines.

More than this, the script underwent several changes, all for the better. For instance, I wrote originally that Auntie Betty harboured the dark secret that she converted to Judaism. But after prolonged discussions it was felt that the denouement would have greater power if the secret
belonged to Caroline’s mother Ruth, a more immediate family member, thus increasing the feeling of anxiety and betrayal. What further added to the energy of this final confrontation scene was Brown’s direction to improvise much of the latter part using the script as a template. He encouraged the actors to overlap lines, interrupt each other (using my signature ellipses as a guide) and invent their own dialogue. It certainly increased the dynamism and emotional intensity of the scene and made it sound less scripted and more authentically fraught.

SC:35 _______ INT. CAROLINE'S BEDROOM [EXTRACT]

FX: _______ CAROLINE PACKING

RUTH: …believe me, I've tried to tell you a thousand times…I could never…. (face)…I'm sorry Caroline.

CAROLINE: So what are you telling me now - you're Catholic?

RUTH: No - Judaism follows the maternal line. My mother was Jewish - So I'm Jewish. But others didn't see it that way. Mum and Dad took a lot of abuse from the family - so did I.

CAROLINE: Why?

RUTH: This was the 40's. The most important taboo was not to leave the tribe. Mum broke that band of faith and we all suffered. But that's why it's so important you live your own life….

CAROLINE: Why didn't your Dad convert?

RUTH: Didn't want to - he loved the Latin….funny - so did I. The situation was unpleasant but tolerable - until I met Sid…

CAROLINE: Meaning…?

RUTH: …we wanted to get married, but at that time, we couldn't find an Orthodox Shull to accept us…I wasn't seen as 100% kosher …unless my mum and dad married in synagogue…(HESITANT) Eventually, we found a solution…

CAROLINE: I don't understand - Rabbis are forbidden to perform mixed faith weddings…yet your father wouldn't convert…so…

RUTH: … we found a Rabbi who would turn a blind eye…. pretend Dad was Jewish….who would bless their marriage…sign the contract… proclaim it kosher - and then marry Sid and me….

CAROLINE: But all that's …a lie…

RUTH: Don't you see - we were determined that you wouldn't carry any stigma - that you wouldn't suffer like we had…. It seemed "the right thing" to do at the time…
CAROLINE: "Right thing"!....What Rabbi would do a thing like (that)....?

RUTH: That's not important...

CAROLINE: (RILED) It's important to me…I want the truth - now.

Scene End

The changes to the script were as a result of constant re-working with director and actors. Multiple rehearsals on the studio floor and several takes, especially of the scene above, changed the content and texture of the words submitted and eventually recorded. This kind of rigorous re-drafting is rare in radio production due to shortage of time and limited budgets. Also, most collaborations between writer and director are fleeting, hierarchical and critically separated creatively. The partnership Brown and I have established over 45 years creates an atmosphere of trust and respect that serves as the foundation for true collaborative working and suggests a re-framing of traditional auteur theory especially in the audio sphere would be appropriate. It seems to me a strongly confirmatory instance of the way the collaborative ethos can be seen as a ‘freedom of possibilities for all those involved to discover an emphasis on a way of working that supports intuition, spontaneity, and an accumulation of ideas’ (Oddey 2000: 1).

Cultural voices and auteur: Goodbye Mr Gherkin

Challenging questions concerning authorship and collaboration were certainly posed with my commission to write the first episode of the series Take Away. This was a set of five dramas written by different authors that considered the changing fortunes of The Battered Devil, a Leeds takeaway food shop that is owned by proprietors of different races down through the decades. The series aimed to explore the various owners’ interaction with the local community and also the tensions between first- and subsequent generation immigrant families. My episode, Goodbye Mr Gherkin (Peters, 2007) was the first of the series.

The narrative of Goodbye Mr Gherkin described how the present-day Polish proprietors attempt to make a living despite a reduction in demand for traditional fish and chips. Owner Ivon decides to diversify by offering Polish food on the menu much to the scepticism of his sexist, irascible and ill father Otto. This scheme goes disastrously wrong when Ivon’s long-suffering wife Zita discovers the stack of unpaid bills of unsold Polish supplies hidden in a drawer. Zita decides that they need to sell the shop, downsize and pay back the loan that Otto has lent them. Ivon would retrain as a teacher and Otto would need to go into a nursing home as they are unable to look after him any longer. Otto refuses and blames Zita for turning everyone against him. This main narrative line is mirrored by the sub-plot which examines Otto and Zita’s son Jan who, eager for the latest trendy goods, mixes with the wrong crowd – a gang of drug dealers. Jan ends up being assaulted by the gang after he loses their contraband. The climax of the piece is located at a Polish festival Andrzejk where the unpalatable secrets of the past finally re-surface.

SC 34:EXT. POLISH CLUB NIGHT.

FX: RAIN

FX: FOOTSTEPS APPROACH
IVON: Ah Otto. Something important’s come up –

OTTO: (AGITATED) Yes it has.

IVON: Not another chat. My bladder can’t stand anymore…

OTTO: No more chats. I need to hear it from you.

IVON: Hear what?

OTTO: November 30th 2004.

IVON: What about it?

OTTO: That night – tell me about it.

IVON: 3 years ago!… My memory isn’t that…(good)

OTTO: I need to know….

IVON: What you talking about?

OTTO: Did you do it?

IVON: Do what?

OTTO: Assault my wife?

IVON: Is that what she said?

OTTO: Did you do it?

IVON: I told you - She’s mad…

OTTO: Yes or no?

IVON: …or bad…
OTTO: (SHOUTS) Yes or no…?!

IVON: (ANGRY. TEETH CLICK INCREASINGLY) No, of course not Debil! You’re so blind Otto. Can’t you see her game? She wants me out of my own house…she wants control of the shop…and because she can’t get rid of me, she’s spreading poison. Turning you against me with…obscene…lies…

OTTO: That night Ivon…!?

IVON: … that night…I tell you about that night…One year after my beautiful Mary died… the hours I spend…teaching your wife…everything…and what do I get back that night? Sympathy?… affection? Nothing…not even a smile… I try to make her smile…so I give her a peck… a tickle that’s all…so what?…women like attention…but not her…You know what she does?…she slaps me…hits an 80 year old man… …breaks my dentures…never found a set to fit since… violent kurwo blago - who the hell duth she think she ith?… cold bitch….but we won’t let her get away with it, will we?...blood’th thicker than…that……

FX: ZITA FOOTSTEPS APPROACH

…..we’ll show her Otto….We’ll beat her… whip her dupa…Won’t we…? We’ll whip her dupa, won’t we…Tak?….Tak?….TAK? (HIATUS)

(CALMER) If I've left anything out - just ask me....

OTTO: (EMPTY) Monster - How could you…?

IVON: Memory’s not good…long time….look – it was a …misunderstanding…if you think I…(made)…that I owe… (an apology)…owe you one. Then fine – I’m prepared…prepared to say it...

ZITA: It’s too late Ivon. All too late……You’ve wet yourself.

End of Scene

Otto’s confessional monologue above was inspired by the Humphrey Bogart climactic speech in the 1954 film The Caine Mutiny where as Captain Queeg he gradually crumbles in the witness-box, becomes incoherently paranoid and discredits himself under the pressure. The clacking steel worry balls that Bogart rolls around in his hand are here replaced with Otto’s chattering and ill-fitting dentures. Again this scene was a stylistic experiment, unusual in radio drama, to subvert naturalistic narrative with a non-naturalistic textured mise-en-scène.
The staccato antiphonal one-liners of the first part of the scene are contrasted with the later fractured pauses and incomplete phrases of Ivon’s final speeches. These are indicated by the ellipses that I use consistently to signify emotional turmoil. The overall tonal texture of *Goodbye Mr Gherkin* resembles *Brain of Brighouse* and *Four Steps to Heaven* as it again features unreliable audience identifiers and the emergence of dark secrets from repressed memories.

Conventional *auteur* theories promoting a singular authorial voice are again challenged with the development of the *Goodbye Mr Gherkin* script. Notwithstanding six months of textual research and personal meetings required to present an authentic Polish immigrant experience, the script was redrafted many times following discussions with producer/director Gary Brown. The back-story of each character, cross-checked against the recorded historical context of Polish immigration, was meticulously constructed and re-worked to provide accurate character relationships and motivations. The inclusion of Polish vocabulary, expressions, festivals, cookery (to coincide with BBC on-line recipes as the series was broadcast) provided an essential back-drop to the narrative action and was often suggested following discussions with Polish people I interviewed. This project was a prime example of creative collaborative working with a variety of authorial and cultural voices that were represented in the final script. It provides a counter to film-director Richard Lester’s assertion that a director (or writer) ‘is to be an absolute dictator and produce a personal vision on a subject that he has chosen’ (cited in Gelmis 1970: xi).

Lester’s traditional view of the supremacy of an *auteur* director or writer’s personal vision is challenged by the multi-collaborative inputs that created the *Take Away* series. The genesis of the series tracing different immigrant groups down the decades was a concept suggested by producer-director Gary Brown. This construct together with the overlapping characters and the fish shop history had a significant effect on the style, tone and narrative of the script. For example, the name and status of The Battered Devil needed to be reinforced in every script to provide continuity and clarity to the listener, as in this exchange:

ZITA: …..Where’s the savings book?
OTTO: Er….bottom drawer.
FX: DRAWER OPENS
ZITA: Nope - deeds to The Battered Devil…always wondered why it’s called that.
OTTO: No idea – but we’re not allowed to change …

This rather mechanistic device prepares the listener for the reveal that finally explains the unusual name of the chip shop in the concluding fifth episode. Recurring sign-post indicators also help remind the audience of essential previously presented plot information and are characteristic of television and radio continual serial drama. These given constraints act as a template influencing the narrative as well as the stylistic tone by establishing a unifying house style for the series. However, the creative tension of ensuring continuity and at the same time injecting fresh interpretive story-telling provides the series with energy and interest. Each writer adds their own personal voice, or more accurately their collated collaborative voices, within the prescribed limits of the given template. This challenge to traditional sole-voice definitions of *auteur* theory mirrors the long-running debate surrounding theatre authorship. As Avra Sidoropoulou puts it:
Today, increasingly complex concerns pertaining to the question of the theatre text’s authorship and the ethics of performance permeate auteur practice. In essence, the prevailing dialectic in theatre research has to do with what exactly constitutes “meaning” in the theatre and whether it is predetermined by the playwright, served and/or re-imagined by the director and/or performer, or ultimately, constructed anew by the individual spectator. Similarly, this debate brings into sharper focus the issues of the dramatic text as simply one among the many ingredients of the performance event, along with set, costume, music, choreography, etc; at the same, it explores the subordination of the dramatic text to the “totality” of the mise-en-scène, the boundaries of directorial freedom and the re-definition of directorial interpretation and ultimately, the issues of authority, trust, and the playwright’s and director’s mutual fear of giving in (to each other, as well as to the reality of live performance).

(Sidoropoulou 2009: 248-249)

Sidoropoulou also cites Patrice Pavis’s theories that propose the primary driver of theatrical production interpretation is the director’s reading of the text which in turn informs the mise-en-scène when coupled with the spectator’s reception of this reading. This is further complicated in the radio sphere where writer, director, actors and technicians collaborate closely to shape the final script and mise-en-scène of the recording. It is worth emphasizing that I have been invited to attend all recordings of my plays by the producer/directors with the express intention of allowing me to suggest new material, cuts and even directorial advice to actors. My attendance at the recordings also has the added benefit of the director being able to call on me as an additional voice performer when required.

Roland Barthes’ theories on the ‘open text’ further reinforce the premise that there are a complex multiplicity of inputs and intertextual references informing the totality of the mise-en-scène. These contributions then converge with the reception by each audience member to uniquely decode and interpret.

We have therefore, a genuinely polyphonic system of information which is theatrical; a destiny of signs… the theatre constitutes a semiotically privileged object, since its system is apparently original (polyphonic) compared to that of language (which is linear). (Barthes 1972: 29)

In the scene above, for example, the re-working of the Humphrey Bogart ‘confession’ was a key intertextual inspiration for Otto’s final speeches. Therefore, this tapestry of interwoven, multi-layered, intertextual inputs is as relevant to radio as theatre production. It is also evident that each named commissioned author will accentuate their particular signature priority – in my case an emphasis on non-naturalistic dialogue and soundscaping. However, the director, technicians and actors will inevitably mould and remould this priority to suit their personal taste and individual skills within the context of house style and the external editorial and compliance guidelines. Thus, ‘all in all, we should view mise-en-scène as a vehicle, a system that may bring us closer to the playwright’s original conception of the world, but which does so through added layers of interpretative associations’ (Pavis 1993: 147).

**Mise-en-scène and audience: Bell in the Ball**

Connected core themes challenging traditional templates of radio drama can again be identified in the narrative and form of the *Bell in the Ball* (Peters, 2010) commission. My
aim was to continue writing challenging content complemented by ambitious non-naturalistic stylistic soundscaping.

The narrative concerns exuberant, sports journalist Danny Thompson who loses his sight on Millennium Eve 1999 in a bar-room brawl at The Friendly Arms pub. Despite Danny’s apparent good-humour, his long-suffering girlfriend Beth recognises that this is a brave face masking his inner frustrations. Danny’s introduction to the sporting world of blind cricket is both challenging and painful. To score runs, batsman attempt to strike a large plastic ball filled with iron filings bowled on a conventional cricket wicket. This can be seen by partially sighted players and heard by wholly blind cricketers. Danny is mentored by jovial all-rounder Floyd Richards (blind West Indian) who appears to take far too much pleasure in striking him about the body when bowling. However, Danny slowly rediscovers the camaraderie and a sense of belonging that club membership bestows. It is evident Danny has fallen in love with this new magical world of sound and action. Danny’s progress from novice batsman to accomplished batsman impresses ruthless club manager Brian and despite competition Brian picks him for the prestigious knockout final. But as he prepares to set off for a risky single Danny’s mind flashbacks to that fateful night in The Friendly Arms. The awful truth dawns on Danny that he was responsible for provoking his assailant by making sexist remarks about his attacker’s girlfriend. Danny stops mid-wicket aghast – and retires hurt. Danny can lay his own demons to rest at last by finally accepting the truth of his own situation. Danny crucially realises how fortunate he has been, apologises to Beth for his indolence over the past ten years and determines to make amends.

The climax of the play includes the twist whereby Danny finally realises that he provoked the aggression that led to his blinding:

SCENE 24a:  EXT. HEADLINGLEY CRICKET PITCH. DAY

FX: BALL WHISTLES THROUGH AIR;

DANNY: (V/O) The Magic Void. The Waiting. Isn’t this all childish ego? Do I really need a bat in my hand to replace the eyes in my head?...Stop! Relax!...Imagine what brings most joy. Beth. Beth on the boundary. She’s running…. White summer dress billowing in a warm breeze. Yellow flowers round the hem. How beautiful she is. I see her so clearly. Clear as a bell…hear the bell, from ages past…Prepare to strike…for the team…for Beth.

FX: BAT ON BALL.

BRIAN: Great shot Danny! Run two Bob!

OMNES: CHEERS. “COMING LEFT MAURICE”…. “RUN ONE”

BRIAN RUNNNNN now….

DANNY: I have a runner. I don’t RUN anywhere ....

BRIAN RUNNNNNN now...

MIX TO:


ROGER: (DRUNK) Runnn Now!!
DANNY: (DRUNK) I don’t RUN anywhere.
ROGER: Typical journo…full of fancy words but …
DANNY: No brains these traders….
ROGER: ….you can’t actually play…Even if I paid yer...
DANNY: …know the price of everything and the value of nothing.
ROGER: Whereas I was picked for Millwall Reserves…
DANNY: Were they short of a ball-boy then?
ROGER: You can sneer…’cos you’re jealous…
DANNY: Jealous of a Millwall reserve?!
ROGER: Typical Yorkie Leeds scum…..Go shag some sheep…
DANNY: I only shag animals with waxed legs.
ROGER: Eh?
DANNY: I’ll give you fifty quid.
ROGER: For what?
DANNY: Your bit of skirt…
ROGER: You crazy man?
DANNY: No - nice arse Stacey.
ROGER: That’s totally out of order!...
DANNY: OK - a hundred quid to shag her. C’mon Roger, I’m talking your lingo here. I’m moving out of sterling and into gold. Bet she’d do it for nothing actually…(SCUFFLE)
Hey! Get your hands off me shirt!
ROGER: You’d better run scum boy!
DANNY: I don’t RUN anywhere.
ROGER: I’m going to kill you.
DANNY: Put the bottle down you pillock…
ROGER: (SHOUTED) RUNN now!
DANNY: NOOOO!
BETH: NOOOO!
FX: SCREAMS, SMASHES, MADONNA ETC. AS BEFORE
End of Scene

The director/producer and I discussed the idea that in the scene above Danny could have made a racist comment to Roger instead of a sexist slur about his girlfriend. This would have not only been more dramatic but would have reflected the themes of the play more powerfully by reinforcing the notion that even likeable victims can also be unacceptably obnoxious at times. It would also have mirrored the thematic thread that Danny’s best friend and mentor in the cricket team is a black Jamaican. However, the inclusion of any racist acts or racist language however contextualised would need to be cleared at a high executive level within the BBC and would most likely be refused – especially as this play was commissioned for an afternoon drama slot, when controversial topics tend to be avoided.

The story was inspired from my cricketing experiences of having played against blind teams (and lost). The research included meetings with blind authors, commentators and visits to blind cricket teams to ensure the authenticity of the storyline. The principal aim of the play was to present a fun, heartfelt, uplifting and informative listening experience - the comedy celebrating the triumph of self-respect over self-pity. Again I used the non-naturalistic techniques of an unreliable narrator as audience-identifier, voice-overs, flashback and flash-forwards.

Although the numbers of blind and visually impaired radio listeners are not specifically recorded by RAJAR, the appeal of radio to this audience is well documented. In Paul Carter’s on-line article for Disabilitynow, Peter White, blind columnist and presenter of Radio 4’s In Touch programme, reconfirms blind people’s affinity with radio.

Blind and visually impaired people are a very obvious radio audience: we rely quite heavily on radio for information. Things have improved to some extent with technology but it’s still easier to turn on the radio than pick up a newspaper. (Carter 2011)

However, the contentious debate concerning the labeling of radio as a ‘blind medium’ serves as a useful context when considering the efficacy of the medium as a whole and the production of Bell in the Ball specifically.

Why … define radio’s status as a non-visual medium in terms connoting impairment, disability and lack rather than positive attributes such as power and magic? The repeated use of the words 'blind' and 'blindness' to describe radio would suggest that those writing about radio consider its lack of visuals to be a problem rather than a positive attribute: as something to be overcome rather than exploited. (Shingler in Shingler and Wieringa, 1998: 74)

Tim Crook’s chapter entitled ‘Radio drama is not a blind medium’ in Radio Drama agrees that the blind metaphor may suggest a limited or ‘disabled means of communication’ (1999: 62) and argues that notions of radio’s blindness should be abandoned:

[T]he degree of signification in radio or sound goes beyond the superficial and subtextural layers of the sound itself and must encompass the interaction with memory, other media and contextualization…. So much stress has been placed on the mind’s eye or the image generated by the mind, that an essential feature of the human experience in drama - ‘emotion’ and ‘feeling’ has been overlooked…. By giving the listener the opportunity to create an individual filmic narrative and experience through
the imaginative spectacle the listener becomes an extra participant and ‘dramaturgist’ in the process of communication and listening. This participation is physical, intellectual and emotional. (Crook 1999: 60, 61, 66)

It was in this context that I was determined to present the world of a blind central character and include the audience as an ‘extra participant’ in that character’s space through an ‘individual filmic narrative’. The most ambitious stylistic objective was to present an impressionistic mise-en-scène - a soundscape of music and effects to connect the listener with Danny’s now aural world. For example, this included the whistles of the ball in the air; the changing pitch of the ball on grass; the thump of the bat on ball; the instructions from the players; the crowd of instructional voices. I had intended that the soundscaping was to be considered as if it were an additional character in the drama and I requested extra post-production sessions so this could be achieved. Sadly due to time and financial constraints, only limited fragments of the originally planned soundscaping remain, although they are arguably the most effective aural element of the piece. Again external factors - collaborative and non-collaborative - were paramount in shaping the tone and style of the completed piece.

An essential component, already addressed, that assists the reframing of auteur and mise-en-scène theories is a consideration of the relationship between production and receiver. Pavis reinforces the idea that mise en scène can no longer ignore the spectator and must include him or her as the receptive pole in a circuit between the mise en scène produced by artists and the hypothesis of the spectators, artistically involved themselves in the mise en scène. (1988: 99-100)

This analysis of theatre spectatorship can be equally and appropriately applied to radio production and the reception by the listener. However, much modernist and post-modernist theatre (from Brecht’s Epic theatre to Forced Entertainment) has striven to involve, stimulate and provoke its audience. The term ‘breaking the fourth wall’ as a means to inhabit or share audience space, can have two separate and distinct consequences, although they often co-exist and overlap in a theatrical context. Firstly, it is devised as a deconstructive strategy to disrupt passive spectatorship and directly, often physically, involve the audience in the performance; and secondly it is devised as a deconstructive strategy to disrupt passive spectatorship and break the complacency of an audience comfortable with a naturalistic suspension of disbelief aesthetic.

By its very nature, radio can not easily directly or physically involve the audience in a drama production. However, the latter strategy of puncturing the ‘fourth wall’, designed to provoke, surprise and engage an audience in a non- or anti-naturalistic manner is a particularly powerful tool that, surprisingly, still remains uncommon in contemporary radio drama. Bell in the Ball was another attempt to breach the traditional naturalistic radio ‘fourth wall’ utilising an eclectic mix of non-naturalistic, non-linear and impressionistic techniques.

If, as I argue, that radio audience reception also needs to be considered and no longer ignored in reframing auteur and mise-en-scène theory, the debates surrounding the reaction to Bell in the Ball adds a further layer of complexity in that

[h]ow others represent us (disabled people), how others who are able-bodied write about and perform our disability experiences, is not always how we write about, define ourselves…. Just as the critical black female spectator must resist dominant ways of knowing and seeing, so too must disabled people. (Cheu 2005: 136)
The themes concerning the representation of visual disability were taken up by blind presenter Peter White in a discussion during the In Touch programme that previewed Bell in the Ball. The concerns of representation were also discussed at academic conferences prompting much debate and controversy notably at the International Federation of Theatre Research (IFTR) Disability and Performance Working Group (Santiago, Chile, July 2012). My response to these difficult issues was to explain that Bell in the Ball attempted to contextualise the experience of one character’s journey and to explore what Petra Kuppers calls ‘the unknowing of difference’ (Kuppers 2005: 159) through an aural soundscape of dialogue, music and effects. Kuppers’s conclusion on two performance installations ‘where difference is exciting and interesting, not swallowed up in the certainties of social meaning, with its distinction between normal and other’ (159) appears to be an equally appropriate commentary on Bell in the Ball:

They challenge the assumptions of visual symptomatology, clear photos, stages with delineated positions, and a choreographed theater of stares. Instead they implicate the viewer [and listener] in a physical engagement with the machinery of knowledge and encounters. (Kuppers 2005, 159)

Although it is difficult to achieve a ‘physical engagement’ with listeners on radio, I would argue that Bell in the Ball was an experiment in aural engagement that provoked a strong audience reaction. This is evidenced by the continuing debate and discussion surrounding the drama and testament to the success of a mise-en-scène that disrupted traditional fourth wall radio narrative.

Conclusion

[Equality and friendship … are part of the human aspect of collaboration…. Ownership of text, or ego-generated protection of an idea or a piece of text, can cripple any Joint Collaboration…. We gave up preciousness of the text and always trusted that the collective effort was going to be stronger than the individual one. (Brien and Brady 2004)

As I have shown, in the cinematic sphere auteur theory has been described as an intentional strategy to increase directorial status and control over the mise-en-scène. For example, the 1950s and 1960s saw the proliferation of cinema posters announcing the director’s credit above the title of the film, a marketing device still employed today. This also had the inevitable effect of suggesting directorial authorship over all the production elements and was used as a powerful promotion tool designed at that time to counter television’s increasing popularity. In terms of academic critical response, there was also an inward-looking evaluation of the importance of the director’s style which reinforced the pre-eminence of the signature directorial auteur in both form and content. As Phillips explains,

[i]nstead of broadening the study of film into wider political and cultural debates, auteur theory led inwards towards pedantic and trivial debates about who was and who was not an auteur (rather than a metteur-en-scène) and what precisely were the features that constituted auteur signature. (1996: 151)

However, a paradoxical reaction of these self-reflexive responses was that critics examined more closely the components of mise-en-scène as the primary site of auteur theory. One of the fundamental elements often under-valued or even overlooked until relatively recently,
emerged from the shadows in the nineteen-seventies and eighties, namely the script and scriptwriter as the primary impetus for film directorial interpretation:

it was through an attempt to establish a romantic, author-centred model for film that the concept of genre began to take on a more positive meaning in film criticism. (Feuer 1992: 142)

What is important when considering new approaches to auteur theory is that radio, in contrast to cinema, has never been dominated by an overtly director-centred top-down hierarchy. This may have much to do with the exhaustive commissioning process I have described above where the primary driver for script development and production is overwhelmingly the strength of the story idea rather than the vision of a ‘named’ director. This is unsurprising in a BBC context as its staff radio director/producers are immersed in a corporate culture that, arguably, both innately and intentionally discourages individual voices. However, it is also true to say that there is only a handful of named radio drama writers who command signature status as they are required to submit ideas to the same commissioning process as any other writer.

It is important to signal and discuss an apparent contradiction at the heart of the thesis, namely the tension between the construction of new challenging radio material that establishes a writer as a significant signature creator and at the same time the collaborative nature of those influences that encourage and contribute to this ‘signature’ creation, all within the prescribed limits of BBC editorial and compliance regulations. However, it is my contention that although this may appear paradoxical, I propose that these seemingly oppositional concepts are not mutually exclusive.

For example, the broadcast of my most recent play From Fact to Fiction: Sochi - Living the Dream (Peters, 2014) was preceded by the on-air announcement of my name and status as a comedy writer. However, the construction of the final draft script (in three days) was as a result of close collaborative working and redrafting with producer/director Gary Brown. My presence at the recording of the production was an essential part of the scripting and directing process as I was required to re-write dialogue and cut entire scenes. Other members of the production team also suggested re-writes, cuts, new dialogue and sound effects. The final broadcast script was edited from over 15 minutes to 13 minutes 45 seconds. Although the piece contained my signature non-naturalistic elements - including inner confessional monologues - the script was a process of creative collaboration from the entire production team. The script was also one episode of a series that had a pre-determined house style and construct and was subject to all the compliance checks of executive producer and Head of Radio Drama that also influenced content and mise-en-scène.

It is the degree of mutual trust that an auteur can develop with his or her collaborators that produces a successfully collective mise-en-scène. I would contend that radio encourages and produces a much more collaborative non-hierarchical working environment. In the five BBC Radio 4 plays that constitute my portfolio of published works, as well as in the critical explication of their production in this accompanying thesis, the detail of the collaborative practice confirms this reading. But it is a sum of all the elements discussed through the thesis that helps move us towards a new approach to the practice and theories of radio auteur and mise-en-scène in broadcast radio drama: the historical legacies and technologies of radio production; the external broadcasting environment (government and BBC policy); the internal broadcasting environment (compliance and commissioning process); the audience
profile and reception; the signature emphases of author and director; and crucially the chemistry of collaboration and trust.
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PART II

Portfolio
This collection of scripts, critical articles and cds represents the supporting documentation for the PhD by Published Work. Wherever possible the final draft script presented to the director-producer is reprinted here. However as signalled in my research, there are always changes to the final broadcast script at every stage of the rehearsal, recording and post-production process. This supporting material represents a small amount of the total research produced during this period; other material would include previous script drafts, research notes, interviews with actors and fellow collaborators.
Broadcast Play Details

The details of the five key practical outputs examined are listed below. The information is presented in chronological order.

1. *A Higher Education*

Transmission date: BBC Radio 4, 20 June 2000;
repeated on BBC Radio 7, 10 and 11 January 2011;
repeated BBC Radio 4 Extra, 28 and 29 October 2011;
repeated Radio 4 Extra, 4 and 5 December 2012;
repeated Radio 4 Extra, 26 March 2014.

Narrative outline
Comedy-drama. Panic strikes a university drama department as a ‘siege’ situation unfolds. A depressed lecturer locks himself in a studio, with a shy student and a gun which may or may not be the real thing. Then a drunk parent turns up, followed by the police who witness the ‘performance to end all performances’.

Impact
National and international broadcast:
Nominated for the Richard Imison Best First Play Award 2000.
Radio CR: Eire (25 April 2012)

Widely reviewed in national press:
‘Radio Choice’ by Peter Bernard in *The Times* (20 June 2000 p. 29)
‘Pick of the day’ by Fiona Sturges in *The Independent Review* (20 June 2000 p. 17)
‘Radio Choice’ by LO’C ‘Recommended’ in *Daily Mail Weekend* (17 June 2000 p. 49)
‘Switch Picks’ by SK in *Sunday Express Magazine* (18 June 2000)
‘Radio choice’ by Michael Hickling in *Yorkshire Post* (20 June 2000 p. 2)

‘Radio’ by SB in *The Observer Screen* (18 June 2000 p. 19):
‘Rik Mayall is as frenetic as ever in Lloyd Peter’s [*sic*] complex farce…pacey entertainment with some serious points to make about university cutbacks’.

‘Lloyd Peters’ comedy is rip-roaring, lightning-paced, over the top satirical fun’.

Creative and critical questions
The satire is characterised by an unconventionally heightened production and acting style. The exaggerated performances establish a ‘hyper-real’, non-naturalistic ‘cartoon’-like tone reflecting the strengths of performers Rik Mayall, Helen Lederer and Phillip Glenister.

Note
Before Mayall’s untimely death in June 2014, Lloyd Peters and Rik Mayall were in the process of writing a stage play adapted from A Higher Education.

2. Brain of Brighouse


Narrative outline
Comedy-drama. Danny Crossley, child prodigy and gameshow whizz-kid, becomes convinced that television gameshow host Mike Coster is his long lost dad. We follow Danny’s painful journey of self-discovery as he finds out that General Knowledge is not the same as Real Knowledge. Answers are easy—the right questions, much harder.

Impact
National and international broadcast:
Radio CR: Belgium (4 September 2006)
Radio CR: Eire (29 September 2005)
Radio CR: Belgium (23 September 2005)
Radio CR: Eire (1 June 2005)

Creative and critical questions
The script is characterised by the inclusion of significant non-naturalistic performance and production elements which are atypical of other more mainstream Radio 4 productions. These include structural techniques providing flash-backs and flash-forwards to subvert linear narrative and fracture dialogue. Also it features the unconventional use of music and production techniques such as echo, distortion and displaced perspective to create expressionistic mood shifts.

3. Four Steps to Heaven


Narrative outline
Comedy-drama. Manchester 1984. New Romantic idealism has replaced the punk anger and Jewish trainee doctor Caroline Solomon has fallen in love with a ‘gentile’. Can mild-mannered Chris Batty convert to Judaism and win the love of Caroline’s Orthodox parents … all without being circumcised? Probably not, but as Chris discovers, there are more profound scars to endure than the ultimate threat to his manhood as family secrets and repressed emotions are unleashed when ‘doing the right thing’ is just not good enough.

Impact
National and international broadcast:
Radio CR: Belgium (29 September 2008)
Creative and critical questions and outputs
The script is written to allow a large degree of improvisation. This is to provide the production with an energised spontaneity. For example, the climactic argument between mother and daughter is improvised using the script as a foundation.

The following conference papers have explored this work:

4. Goodbye Mr Gherkin (Episode 1 of series Take Away)


Narrative outline
Comedy-drama. Opening episode of a series of linked comedy-dramas depicting the history of a fast food shop in Leeds. The chip shop is currently run by Poles. Ailing Uncle Victor’s nephew’s wife Jan can’t stand Victor but she refuses to say why until matters come to a head.

Impact:
National and international broadcast:
Radio CR: Belgium (29 August 2008)
Radio CR: Eire (4 April 2008)

Press review:
‘Afternoon Play’ by Stephanie Billen in Television The Observer (11 November 2007 p. 21): The first of five lively dramas…In today’s present day saga, Goodbye Mr Gherkin, a Polish family contemplates selling up after introducing unpopular Polish items on the chip shop’s menu (Billen 2007: 21).

Creative and critical questions
The drama deals with issues surrounding immigration and prejudice specifically directed towards the in-coming Polish community. At its core the drama explores an assault within a family utilising time-shifts, fractured overlapping dialogue, and soundscaping, interlaced with comedic episodes.

5. Bell in the Ball


Narrative outline
Comedy-drama. Danny was blinded in a fight on New Year's Eve 2008. He’s angry about it—in fact he’s angry about everything. So his long-suffering girlfriend suggests he joins a blind cricket team. It’s surprisingly competitive and skilful. There's only one problem—Danny hates cricket.

**Impact**
National and International broadcast:
Radio Cable Retransmission (CR): Eire (17 January 2012)
Radio CR: Belgium (21 September 2011)

Play discussed on the *In Touch* programme (BBC Radio 4, June 8 2010).

**Creative and critical questions and outputs**
The drama deals with challenging issues concerning the perception of blindness in an aural environment. Difficult subject matter such as violence and disability are presented employing surreal and comedic techniques. The drama also utilises subverted linear narrative, fractured over-lapping dialogue, flashbacks and soundscape, unusual in mainstream radio drama. The following conference papers have explored this work:


Peters, L. 2012. ‘The representation of visual disability on screen, stage and in radio drama’ International Federation for Theatre Research (IFTR), Disability and Performance Working Group panel (Santiago, Chile, July).

Paper accepted by invitation including peer review.

**Note**
The author is at present (2014) adapting the script for film and stage. Pilot scenes have already been filmed utilising distorted Point-of-View (POV) shots.

**Peer Reviewed Article Details**


Co-authored (50%/50%) journal article which also reflects collaborative working and complimentary academic study, specifically contemporary comedy practice situated within a sociological theory context. The article formed the basis of a jointly re-written newspaper article by the authors published in The Sunday Sun (24 June 2007 p. 18) entitled ‘It’s not funny and not clever’.


This journal article details and contextualizes the naissance and development of 1988’s ‘alternative comedy’ with special reference to the character-led comedy troupe 20th Century Coyote formed by the author in 1976.
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